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Let It

Snow!
T

he snow is flying here in Minnesota, and lately we've seen a flurry of artists looking
for tips to paint snowflakes! Whether you have your 156th "Frozen" party coming up,
or just want to prepare for your holiday gigs, this issue is for you! If you're able to
master the art of stencils, you can get some pretty perfect snowflakes every time. But
not all snowflakes need to be the same...remember, they are all unique in nature!

S

nowflakes are all six-sided. I like to start with a basic 6 pointed starburst, and then go from
there. If I have time and a willing, still child, I'll elaborate more on my snowflake. If I'm under a
time crunch or have a wiggly kid, I can keep it simple. Start by practicing a 6 pointed starburst, paying
special attention that each arm is about the same length, and that they are spaced evenly. If you can
master this, the rest is simple!

T

o the left is my favorite base to start with when painting snowflakes. Building it out of teardrops
adds some extra shape and dimension to the flake, making it look more complex than it is. LoewCornell's new Flora Round brush works amazing for these teardrops! Leave it as-is, or elaborate on it if
you have time to add more detail. Try varying the shape and size of brush you are using to add details.
A flat brush can quickly make diamond shaped points with one short stroke (A). Loew-Cornell's "Double
Time" brushes make quick work of fine details (B). Not happy with how your end points are looking yet?
try adding dots to all of the ends of your snowflake (C) ! Having trouble making evenly spaced points? If
you're already good at making hexagons (perhaps from painting soccer balls), start with a hexagon and
branch out from there (D). Give your final snowflakes an extra special touch by adding some
glitter, liquid bling, or rhinestones! Metallic
blue paint is also great for adding a little
dimension with a drop shadow.

C

heck out the next page for our
favorite must-have's for snowflakes and winter themed face
painting, available at
Paintertainment.com!
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Must-have’s for

Winter!

(Don't Forget Your Head!)
Dotting
Wand

Paradise
Brilliant
Blues
Detailz

BAM & TAP
Stencils

Snowflake
Rhinestones

Liquid Bling

TAG
Ocean

Special November Offer!

%
OFF

15

Your next

order of
$50.00 or
more!

Enter code SNOW at checkout. Shopping cart must total $50
or more before shipping and taxes. One coupon code
redemption per customer.
Offer expires 11/30/14.
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